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About This Game

Alien Hallway is a totally new action- strategy shooting game for the PC developed by Alien Shooter series makers, Sigma
Team company.

Here, in Sigma's adrenaline-fueled game, players measure stamina with a never-ending stream of green creatures within the
borders of a special military mission. The rules are severe and the fate of Humanity is put on the line.

Control an entire army in a challenging single-player campaign mode with a simple click of the mouse. With an approachable
interface, players can go through a three-dimensional battlefields destroying the enemies with superpowered weapons, throwing
various types of grenades, using airstrike skill, and upgrading both the base and the units. Players make serious decisions saving

the soldiers and earning gold bonuses which are vital in this intense confrontation.
Constantly changing settings and glow effects mixed with heavy, rythmic music add life to the game and keeps you captivated -

you'll be hooked!

Key features:

Dynamic Single-Player Campaign - A Captivating atmosphere of unknown Planets full of suspense and tension serves
as an arena for endless fights between Humans and Aliens!

Easy Mouse Control - Easy to learn controls make the game attractive for all kinds of players - Attack, upgrade, and
buy items with just a click of the mouse.

Plain Navigation - Explore the battlefield effortlessly by simply moving the mouse sideways. Scroll the mouse-wheel to
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zoom.

Unlimited ability to upgrade your skills and weapons - Players are able to intensify skills by upgrading the base and
the units in the shop: unlock blocked slots, increase air strike skills, add gold bonuses, decrease cool times, upgrade
turrets and expand energy cell capacity.

Unique characters - What's unique? Watch classic green-headed aliens. The whole race from larva till adults is
reproduced.
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Title: Alien Hallway
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Sigma Team Inc.
Publisher:
Sigma Team Inc.
Franchise:
Alien Hallway
Release Date: 19 Aug, 2011
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Spam left mouse click, watch aliens die. Funtimes.. Not the best graphics or sound, but if you want a decent pick-up-and-play, it
will satisfy. Recommended that you get it on sale.. It's actually half decent as a time waster.. nice, short little game. Buy it if it
cost near 1$. Not worth playing, you will hate it after a time and find it boring, aside from being too repetitive, there really isn't
any sense of progression nor it seems that upgrading your units does actually anything.. Average quality casual tower defense
style game, nothing special but the achievements are simple enough,
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Awesome, relaxing, thinking game. Not a bad game. Its a simplistic seesaw towerdefense/rts, kind of like swords and soldiers.
Very easy, it is repetitive though with the grinding.. Good fun clicking! A tower defense type game where you send your space
marines down the hallway to kill the aliens and their space ship. Persistent upgrades that you buy with gold you earn from each
mission give it the extra it needs to be a lot of fun! A good purchase when on sale. Has 30 levels, each takes about 2-5 minutes,
with decent replay value.. Very simple, very stupid but still... quite all right. For an hour or two. Recommended, if you have
nothing better to do and if you like stupid, little games ;). Sort of a tower defense game which I would rather find on a site filled
with flash games. The upgrade possibility in this game seemed like an ok thing, but with supposedly infinite upgrade levels it
just calls out for one word - golddigger. Therefore, after playing it a while I found the game quite repetitive.

One of the biggest flaws of this game design would be the sound part, as it was clipping at the point when a generous amount of
friendly and enemy units spawned in the game. This sort of drawback lessened the wish to continue the game.

However, for a person who likes tower-defense games, this could be worth to check out. It is pretty short, though.

I think it should rather be found on flash sites, as it is a pretty good make, but on Steam? Hardly.

5/10. It's a hallway... but with ALIENS!!
Strong mod support.
2/10. Average game quality. It was fun enough but a bit too easy and very short.. Made my Sigma the guys who brought such
gems as Zombie shooter and Zombie shooter 2 ( man i love those game s so much ) so i thought i would give it a go. Really lets
face it, this is a crap game. its a tug of war game that really has no righ being on steam.

But.

I freekn love it. Its a good little time waster when you just have 10 or 20 min. I recomend it to anyone who just likes really
simple fun games or if yuor a fan on mobile games.. Sort of a tower defense game which I would rather find on a site filled with
flash games. The upgrade possibility in this game seemed like an ok thing, but with supposedly infinite upgrade levels it just
calls out for one word - golddigger. Therefore, after playing it a while I found the game quite repetitive.

One of the biggest flaws of this game design would be the sound part, as it was clipping at the point when a generous amount of
friendly and enemy units spawned in the game. This sort of drawback lessened the wish to continue the game.

However, for a person who likes tower-defense games, this could be worth to check out. It is pretty short, though.

I think it should rather be found on flash sites, as it is a pretty good make, but on Steam? Hardly.
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